Abstract. The following theorems on the structure inside nonrecursive truth- which consist only of 2-subjective sets and do therefore not contain any objective set. Furthermore a truth-table degree consisting of three positive degrees is constructed where one positive degree consists of enumerable semirecursive sets, one of co-enumerable semirecursive sets and one of sets, which are neither enumerable nor co-enumerable nor semirecursive. So Jockusch's result that there are at least three positive degrees inside a truthtable degree is optimal. The number of positive degrees inside a truth-table degree can also be some other odd integers as for example nineteen, but it is never an even nite number.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the structures inside truth-table degrees. In particular, Post's notion of truth-table reducibility 36] is compared with two more restrictive variants: the bounded truth-table reducibility (btt) and the positive reducibility. The rst variant uses only a xed number of queries, the second variant a positive formula to evaluate the queries. So a given tt-reduction is positive i for all sets D 1 ; D 2 ; E 1 ; E 2 such that D 1 tt E 1 and D 2 tt E 2 via this same tt-reduction the implication E 1 E 2 ) D 1 D 2 holds.
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It follows directly from the de nition that btt-degrees and positive degrees are subsets of tt-degrees. So the more interesting question is the reverse direction: how many btt-degrees and positive degrees are in every tt-degree? For the recursive tt-degree the answer depends somehow on the de nition of positive degrees: the normal de nition gives one but if a real dependence on the input data is requested then ; and l N are two further positive degrees so that there are three positive degrees inside the recursive tt-degree. On nonrecursive sets the de nition of positive reducibility is more robust and gives the same relationship for both ways to de ne it.
For btt-degrees, Kobzev 23] showed that every non-recursive enumerable tt-degree consists of at least two btt-degrees. D egtev 10] extended the result by showing that there are at least two btt-degrees inside every nonrecursive tt-degree. These two btt-degrees are given by a semirecursive set and the tt-cylinder. Beigel, Gasarch, Gill and Owings 5] found an alternative short proof for this fact.
Within this paper it is shown that every nonrecursive tt-degree contains in nitely many btt-degrees so that D egtev's lower bound is improved from 2 to 1. This is done in two steps: rst the result is shown for all hyperimmune tt-degrees (that is, for all tt-degrees inside hyperimmune Turing degrees) and second the same is shown for all degrees not below K which covers the case of hyperimmune-free nonrecursive tt-degrees.
Further investigations deal with the structure of the btt-degrees inside nonrecursive tt-degrees. It is shown that these btt-degrees form in nite chains and antichains. These antichains witness an a rmative answer to the question of Jockusch 19] whether every nonrecursive tt-degree contains an antichain of m-degrees. The tt-cylinder represents a greatest btt-degree among all btt-degrees inside a given tt-degree. So it is quite natural to ask whether there is also a least one. Kobzev 22] constructed already a minimal btt-degree inside some tt-degree. This result is extended in the way that it is shown that on one hand some of these minimal degrees are not a least one inside their tt-degree and that on the other hand some tt-degrees have a least btt-degree. The construction of these tt-degrees having a least btt-degree is used to answer a question of Beigel, Gasarch and Owings 6]: there exists a Turing degree such that for every set in this degree arbitrary large portions of its characteristic function can be computed with only two nondeterministic queries to this set. Jockusch 18] showed that every nonrecursive tt-degree consists of at least three positive degrees. It is shown that this result is optimal in the sense that some nonrecursive tt-degrees consist of exactly three positive degrees. These tt-degrees can even be chosen such that they ful ll additional requirements like being hyperimmune-free or like being enumerable. The so constructed enumerable tt-degrees have some nice properties: one of their positive degrees consists of semirecursive enumerable sets, the second one of semirecursive co-enumerable sets and the third degree of sets which are neither enumerable nor co-enumerable nor semirecursive. So in these tt-degrees the notions \semirecursive" and \enumerable" coincide (modulo complementation). Furthermore there is no tt-degree consisting of four or an other nite even number of positive degrees, so that the rst next possible cardinality to come is ve. Somehow the next secure cardinality is nineteen, so it is not known whether some tt-degrees consist of ve, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, fteen or seventeen positive degrees. The results can be extended in the way that there are in nitely many odd numbers which are the cardinality of the positive degrees inside some suitable tt-degree. Also it is shown that many of the results transfer to the weak versions of the considered reducibilities. So also every nonrecursive weak truth-table degree consists of in nitely many wbtt-degrees. Since the strong and weak version coincide for hyperimmune-free sets, some wtt-degree consists of exactly three weak positive degrees. The results for enumerable wtt-degrees are di erent from those for enumerable tt-degrees: Every enumerable wtt-degree contains exactly one enumerable weak positive degree but in nitely many further weak positive degrees.
For certain other strong and weak reducibilities these questions are already solved. Jockusch 18] showed that some positive degrees consist of exactly one many-one degree (namely those of semirecursive sets) and others consist of in nitely many many-one degrees: An example for such is the nonsemirecursive positive degree in some tt-degrees which consist of three positive degrees. Every tt-degree contains in nitely many many-one degrees 19] and taking away the two semirecursive positive degrees consisting of one many-one degree the remaining one contains in nitely many of them. Furthermore D egtev 11] showed for Bulitko's notion of linear reducibility 7] that some tt-degrees consist of exactly one linear degree while other linear degrees are so small that they consist only of one many-one degree.
In contrast to many other areas where the recursion theoretic side is much better known than the complexity-theoretic one, the structure inside polynomial time tt-degrees is quite well-known: There are nontrivial tt-degrees which consist only of one btt-degree. AmbosSpies 2] constructed some quite natural examples; these are the tt-degrees of certain supersparse sets. Ladner, Lynch and Selman 27] showed that whenever X < btt Y (in the context of polynomial time reducibilities) then there is a Z which is properly between X and Y : X < btt Z < btt Y . So having two di erent btt-degrees X; Y inside one tt-degree, one can take the upper bound X Y of both which is still inside the same tt-degree. At least one of the btt-degrees, say X, is strictly below X Y and one can construct an in nite ascending chain from X to X Y . So every polynomial time tt-degree consists of either one or in nitely many btt-degrees.
Basically, the last result depends only on the dense embeddability of countable chains into every proper interval of the subrecursive btt-degrees. As a consequence, in nite chains can be replaced by arbitrary countable distributive lattices due to a corresponding result on lattice embeddings by Ambos- Spies 1] . In fact, these embeddability results do not depend on the use of polynomial time bounds. The results hold for abstractly de ned subrecursive (or \bounded") reducibilities which comprise a wide class of time and space bounded reducibilities 30, 31] . Also they are independent of the exact nature of the reducibilities; therefore every time-bounded tt-degree contains either one or in nitely many positive degrees which contrasts from the result for recursion theoretic positive degrees versus tt-degrees. Some questions are still open, for example, whether there is a Turing degree consisting of exactly one many-one degree.
The notation follows basically the books of Odifreddi 35] and Soare 42] . Nevertheless the following conventions and de nitions are included for the reader's convenience and to cover some notation di erent from the one in the mentioned books. l N is the set of natural numbers. The terms \recursive" and \computable" are synonymous and mean just, that a set or function is computable in an abstract sense; the \recursively enumerable" or \computably enumerable" sets are the ranges of computable functions and just called \enumerable". Small latin letters denote total computable functions (like f; g) or natural numbers (like i; j; k). Capital latin letters are subsets of the natural numbers. Greek letters denote partial recursive functions or strings. Also some sets are constructed as sets of strings or formulas instead of sets of numbers | in this case these constructions use implicitly some canonical translation between these concepts.
A set D is Turing reducible to E i there is an algorithm which computes for each x the value D(x) using some queries to E which depend on x. All reducibilities considered within this paper are obtained by restricting the way how D(x) is computed. In particular the number of the queries made is restricted and also the way the results are evaluated afterwards.
truth -table reducibility D tt E , (9 total-recursive f; g) (8x) D(x) = g(x; E(0); E(1); : : : ; E(f(x)))]:
The intuitive idea is that D(x) is computed in two steps: First the algorithm queries E at 0; 1; : : : ; f(x) and then evaluates this information via a truth-table which may depend on x. bounded truth-table reducibility D btt E , (9k) (9 total-recursive f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f k ; g) (8x) D(x) = g(x; E(f 1 (x)); E(f 2 (x)); : : :; E(f k (x)))]. This is a more restrictive variant of the truth-table reducibility since the algorithm makes only k queries to E, these queries are selected by k total recursive function in parallel. The number k is called the norm of the btt-reducibility. The notion D btt(k) E means that D btt E with norm k. positive reducibility D p E , (9 total-recursive f; g) (8x) D(x) = g(x; E(0); E(1); : : : ; E(f(x)))] where in addition g(x; a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : ; a f(x) ) g(x; b 0 ; b 1 ; : : : ; b f(x) ) whenever a i b i for i = 0; 1; : : : ; f(x). So positive reducibility is a restricted truth-table reducibility not in the way that the number of queries is bounded by a constant but in the way that the function evaluating the queries must be \positive" or \monotone". The easiest way to think of a \positive" truth-table is to think of a formula whose atoms have the form E(i) or 0 or 1 and are connected by and-operations and or-operations. The formula does not contain any negation or negated form E(i) of an atom. The formula may of course depend on x. many-one reducibility D m E , (9 total-recursive 
Many-one reducibility might be considered as a special case of btt-reducibility with norm 1. The evaluation does not depend on x and is given by the simple formula x 2 D , f(x) 2 E.
Closely related to the notion of reducibility is that one of the degree. Two sets are truth table equivalent i each of them is truth-table reducible to the other one and the truthtable degree is just a class which contains all sets truth-table equivalent to some given  representative. Y tt X , Y tt X^X tt Y ; tt-degree (X) = fY : Y tt Xg:
Similarly one can de ne the corresponding equivalence relations and degrees also for bounded truth-table, positive truth-table, many-one and other reducibilities.
Post 36] looked at many structural properties of sets in order to decide whether they are complete for some strong reducibility or not. Post himself did not nd a structural property which enabled to prove that there is also some Turing incomplete enumerable set. The rst constructions 15, 33] to show that such a set existed did not exploit such structural properties but introduced a new method (\Priority Method"). Finally, Harrington and Soare 17] found such a structural property. Similarly the structure induced by the strong reducibilities is explored using representatives having certain structural properties. The sets A, B and C de ned below have certain outstanding structural properties so that they are important at many places within this paper. Thus they are introduced already here and the letters A, B and C are reserved for sets of these types. They are constructed from any arbitrary representative X of their tt-degree.
De nition 1.1 The set A contains the strings X(0)X(1) : : : X(n) for all natural numbers n, that is, A is the set of all pre xes of the characteristic function of X. In short, A = fx : x Xg. A is an example for a retraceable set as introduced by Dekker and Myhill 12] .
The set B contains all strings which are lexicographic below those in A, that is, it contains every string X(0)X(1) : : : X(n) and furthermore every string Y (0)Y (1) : : : Y (n) such that there is an m n with Y (k) = X(k) for k < m and Y (m) < X(m). In short, B = fx : x lex Xg = fx : (9y 2 A) x lex y]g. B is just the standard semirecursive set derived from X as used by Martin 28] , McLaughlin 29] and Jockusch 18, Theorem 3.6]. Jockusch 18] showed that B is never in the greatest positive degree and D egtev 10] showed that B is never in the greatest btt-degree of its tt-degree.
The set C contains all tuples hn; ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n i where is a Boolean formula in n variables and (X(x 1 ); X(x 2 ); : : : ; X(x n )) is true. Rogers 39, x8.4] called this set C the tt-cylindri cation of X or just a tt-cylinder. C represents the greatest m-degree within a tt-degree, that is, for all sets U the equivalence U tt C , U m C holds. It is obvious that C also represents the greatest positive degree and btt-degree within its tt-degree. The next de nition deals with tt-reducibilities to A. Since A is of a special form, these tt-reducibilities can be represented in some standardized form. 2 Some Basic Facts on A, B and C Within this paragraph, the relations between A, B and C with respect to some strong reducibilities are investigated. It is easy to see that A, B and C belong to the same tt-degree. For positive reducibility, Jockusch 18] showed already that B and B de ne two separate positive degrees which are in addition di erent to that one of C. Since everything inside the tt-degree of C is many-one reducible to C, the positive degrees of B and B are below that of C. Furthermore A and C are equivalent under positive reducibility since every tt-reduction to A can be turned into a positive one: Since A(x) = A(x0) + A(x1), every query to some x can be replaced by two queries to x0 and x1. So one can adjust the queries of the tt-reduction such that A is evaluated just at the strings of one given length. Since A contains exactly one element of each length, exactly one of the queries is answered with 1 and every vector of answers containing no or several 1s does not come from A. So one can modify the truth-table on these vectors to 0 for the all-0-vector and to 1 on those vectors which contain at least two 1s. The truth-table reduction has been turned into a positive one and the sets A and C belong to the same positive degree.
So it remains to investigate which relations hold between A, B and C with respect to btt-reducibility. The rst result is due to D egtev who proved his lower bound by showing that B and C represent two di erent btt-degrees inside every given nonrecursive tt-degree. By way of contradiction, it is assumed that B btt A. First it is shown that each query to some y can be replaced by up to two queries to some z x.
So every query whether \y 2 A?" where y 6 x has to be replaced by some queries to some pre xes of x. In the case that y x one knows that y 2 A ) x 2 A ) x 2 B. So within the computation a query whether \y 2 A?" can be replaced by a query whether \x 2 A" such that the computation halts with \B(x) = 1" if the answer \x 2 A" is received and continues using that \y = 2 A" if the answer \x = 2 A" is received. In the case that y 6 x and x 6 y a further case-distinction is made beginning with the subcase x < lex y. There is a unique greatest lower bound z for x and y, that is, z0 x and z1 y. So the query whether \y 2 A?" is replaced by the query whether \z 2 A^z0 = 2 A?". If so, the computation halts with \x 2 B" since z1 2 A and so some number lexicographic above x is in B; otherwise one knows that z1 = 2 A and therefore y = 2 A and the computation continues in this case using that \y = 2 A". In the other subcase where x > lex y a similar common lower bound z with z0 y and z1 x is computed. This is symmetric to the previous subcase with the two di erences that the query is whether \z 2 A^z1 = 2 A?"
and that in the case that this holds the computation terminates with \x = 2 B". Note that the number of queries is still bounded by a constant, but this constant may be the twice of the previous one. So if B btt A then the reduction B(x) = g(x; A(f 1 (x)); A(f 2 (x)); : : :; A(f k (x))) can be taken such that f 1 (x) f 2 (x) : : : f k (x) x for all x. Without loss of generality, k is the minimal norm such that there is a reduction of this form. The next case-distinction shows that either the assumption on the minimality of the norm k or on the fact that B is neither enumerable nor co-enumerable is false, so the contradiction is obtained. (ii): For every x 2 A there is an y x with f 1 (y) x. Now it is possible to nd d 2 f0; 1g such that in addition g(y; 0; 0; : : : ; 0) = d can be required for in nitely many x.
One can now replace \for in nitely many x" by \for all x" since if such an y exists above some x then the same y exists also above every x 0 x satisfying the same condition. The argumentation above can also be used to show that no c-complete enumerable set, no hyperhypersimple and no maximal set is btt-reducible to a semirecursive set or a set retraced by a total recursive function since all these sets have a quadratic lower bound for the minimum complexity in terms of strong verboseness. Jockusch 18, Corollary 4.6] showed the result for enumerable sets: No maximal set is btt-reducible to an enumerable semirecursive sets. The d-complete sets have even the exponential lower bound 2 n for their complexity in terms of strong verboseness and so are not btt-reducible to any set which is strongly (2 n ? 1; n)-verbose for some n.
3 Inside Hyperimmune Truth- Table Degrees Within this section it is shown that every hyperimmune tt-degree contains an in nite number of btt-degrees. This is the rst step on the way to a proof that all nonrecursive tt-degrees contain in nitely many btt-degrees. In addition it is shown that the ordering of the enumerable sets under inclusion can be embedded into the ordering of the btt-degrees inside every given hyperimmune tt-degree (with respect to the ordering but not preserving meets and joins) and so there exist in nite ascending and descending chains as well as in nite antichains of btt-degrees within the given tt-degree. Hereby a tt-degree is called hyperimmune i it is contained inside a hyperimmune Turing degree. That is, a set X has hyperimmune tt-degree i there is a hyperimmune set H T X.
The main result, Theorem 3.3, is based on some propositions. The rst one of them, Proposition 3.1, shows that below every set A of hyperimmune tt-degree there is some hyperimmune set H tt A. This can not be improved to H tt A since for example the tt-degree of K does not contain a hyperimmune set: Post 35 , Theorem III.3.10] showed that K is not tt-reducible to a hypersimple set; actually the proof works for hyperimmune sets.
Proposition 3.1 If the Turing degree of A is hyperimmune then there exists a function f tt A such that for every k, the set F k = fx : f(x) = kg and its complement are both hyperimmune.
Proof First f is constructed. Given A, let Y = fy 0 ; y 1 ; : : :g be a hyperimmune set which is computable relative to A. For each n let t n be the time which is used to compute Y (0); Y (1); : : : ; Y (y n ) relative oracle A. So t n is just the time to search through Y until at least n + 1 elements are found. Now let x 0 = y 0 + t 0 and x n+1 = x n + y n+1 + t n+1 . The set X = fx 0 ; x 1 ; : : :g is also hyperimmune but it is also truth-table reducible to A while Y was only Turing reducible to A. Note that there is no computable function g such that g(n) > x n 35, Proposition III. 3.8] . This can even be strengthened in the way that for every computable function g there is an n with g(x n ) < x n+1 . To see this just consider the function given by g 0 (0) = x 0 and g 0 (n + 1) = maxfg(y) : y g 0 (n)g and take the rst n with g 0 (n + 1) < x n+1 which exists by 35, Proposition III.3.8].
The de nition of f uses X and basically meets the overall goal by satisfying the re- if there is x < x n with ' e;s (x)# x n and f(y) = k whenever x y ' e;s (x).
f(s) = k for the least requirement he; ki s which needs attention at stage s and is not already satis ed at stage s. If every requirement below s either does not need attention or is already satis ed then f(s) = 0 as a default-value. It is easy to see that f tt X tt A. Assume now by way of contradiction that for some total function ' e some requirement he; ki would never be satis ed, without loss of generality all requirements he 0 ; k 0 i < he; ki are either satis ed or belong to a partial function ' e 0 . The sequence x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : dominates G and is hyperimmune. There is an x such that all requirements he 0 ; k 0 i < he; ki are either satis ed below x or ' e 0 (y) " for some y < x.
Let g(y) for input y be s + ' e (s) for the rst stage s > y where ' e;s (z) is de ned for all z y. Since X is hyperimmune and since g is a computable function there are arbitrary large numbers n such that g(x n ) < x n+1 . Now taking n large enough and s as above the following conditions are satis ed.
x + e < x n < s; ' e;s (y)# for all y x n ; ' e (s)# < x n+1 . Now the requirement he; ki is the least one which needs attention at the stages t = s; s+1; : : :; x n+1 ? 1 and is not already satis ed. Therefore f(t) = k for t = s; s + 1; : : : ; x n+1 ? 1, in particular for t = s; s + 1; : : : ; ' e (s). Thus the requirement he; ki is satis ed against the assumption; in particular ' e is not a witness against F k being hyperimmune. It remains to be shown that for every k that f takes in nitely often the value k: For every m there is a function ' e such that ' e (s) = s + m. Since the requirement he; ki is satis ed there is an s such that f(t) = k for t = s; s + 1; : : : ; ' e (s); so f takes at least ' e (s) ? s = m + 1 times the value k. Since this holds for every m, the value k is taken in nitely often. So every set F k is in nite and since the sets F k are disjoint, also every set F k is in nite since at least one of the in nite sets F 0 and F 1 is a subset of F k . So for all e and k, either ' e is partial or ' e is not a witness against F k being hyperimmune. All sets F 0 ; F 1 ; : : : are hyperimmune since they are in nite and no total-recursive function witnesses the contrary. The sets F k are also hyperimmune since they are in nite and every F k is a subset of the hyperimmune set F k+1 . and I x = fx; x + 1; : : : ; y(x)g for m = 0. Note that I x is e ectively computable from x.
The further proof needs a case-distinction on the constant a from (i).
First the case a = 0. Now I x intersects F i : If D(y(x)) F i then G i (d k (y(x))) = 0 for all k and so F i (y(x)) = g(y(x); 0; : : :; 0) = a and therefore y(x) 2 F i . Since this holds for all x, it follows that F i is not hyperimmune in contradiction to the choice of F i .
Second the case a = 1. Since l N is in nite and f1; 2; : : : ; mg is nite, it is impossible that for every j there is a k such that d k (y) has the form (z; j) for almost all y 2 Y . So there is an index j 6 = i such that for in nitely many y 2 Y no pair d k (y) has the form (z; j). So 2 A^e 2 (y) = 2 A^: : :^e n (y) = 2 A there is an y 0 2 Y and u 2 A such that u 0 6 e 1 (y); e 2 (y); : : :; e n (y) and u 0 e 1 (y 0 ); e 2 (y 0 ); : : :; e n (y 0 ). So it is possible to compute for every given x two elements y(x); y 0 (x) 2 Y and an interval I x = fx; x + 1; : : : ; x 0 g such that x 0 > x, y(x); y 0 (x) 2 I x , D(y(x)) D(y 0 (x)) I x and either all values e k (y(x)) or all values e k (y 0 (x)) are not in A. Since y(x) and y 0 (x) can be interchanged without changing the construction, one might x e 1 (y(x)); e 2 (y(x)); : : :; e m (y(x)) = 2 A for the veri cation that I x witnesses that either F i (in the case a = 0) or some F j (in the case a = 1) is not hyperimmune.
The remaining part to show (v) can now be completed by copying word by word the part beginning with the case distinction whether a = 0 or a = 1 in the proof of (iii) where of course the de nitions of I x and y(x) have to follow those given in this part (v). One obtains from the argumentation that in both cases there is a contradiction. So the converse of the assumption holds, that is, for almost all y 2 Y , one of the values e k (y) is in A. By removing the nitely many exceptions in Y one can conclude that this holds for all y 2 Y . Now from the last two conditions (iv) and (v) it would follow that A is recursive:
On input w nd the rst y 2 Y and v with jvj = jwj and v e 1 (y); : : :; e n (y). If v = w then output \w 2 A" else output \w = 2 A".
The algorithm terminates, since for every w there is an v 2 A of length jwj and this v satis es for some y 2 Y the search-condition. Furthermore v 2 A since by the last item one of the e i (y) is in A and A is closed under . But A was chosen of hyperimmune and therefore nonrecursive degree. By this contradiction, the proposition holds. Now the two propositions are put together to obtain the desired theorem. A direct corollary is an intermediate result which increases D egtev's lower bound from 2 to 3: Either A, B and C represent three di erent btt-degrees inside the given tt-degree or B is enumerable or co-enumerable, in particular B has hyperimmune tt-degree. In this latter case the previous result gives in nitely many and thus at least three btt-degrees. A closely related question is, how many enumerable btt-degrees there are per tt-degree. D egtev 9] constructed a tt-degree, whose enumerable sets are all in one m-degree and therefore also in one btt-degree. On the other hand Kallibekov 20] and Kobzev 22] showed that the tt-degree of the halting problem K contains in nitely many enumerable btt-degrees. The next theorem shows that both, the structures of btt-degrees inside hyperimmune tt-degrees and the structures of enumerable btt-degrees inside the tt-degree of K, are rich. Theorem 3.4 The inclusion-structure of the enumerable sets can be embedded into the structures of (a) the btt-degrees inside every hyperimmune tt-degree and (b) the enumerable btt-degrees inside the tt-degree of the halting problem K.
Proof The proofs of these two facts are similar. Both use that there is a recursive function g such that fg(i; x) : x 2 l Ng = f0g fy + 1 : y 2 W i g:
In case (a) take again the pre x-set A from the given tt-degree and the sets F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : tt A. This section deals now with the second step to show the existence of in nitely many btt-degrees inside nonrecursive tt-degrees. A structural construction gives in nitely many btt-degrees inside every given tt-degree not below K. So Proof Theorem 3.4 covers already the case of tt-degrees below K since these tt-degrees are all either hyperimmune or recursive. So it is su cient to consider the case of tt-degrees not below K. So it remains to show that D q \ C 6 btt D r \ C for q > r. Assume by way of contradiction that g; f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f k de ne a btt-reduction from C \D q to C \ D r . Without of loss of generality, it can be assumed that, for all x 2 D q , the values f 1 (x); f 2 (x); : : :; f k (x) are in D r . Now a number x is said to be inconsistent with the given btt-reduction i h i (x) and g(x;h f 1 (i) (x);h f 2 (i) (x); : : :;h f k (i) (x)) take di erent values from the set f0; 1g for some i 2 D q . Since for each x 2 A one knows thath i (x) is either C(i) or ?, it follows that for each x 2 A the two terms are either equal or at least one evaluates to ?.
So no inconsistent x is in A. Now one de nes an co-enumerable tree T by enumerating all inconsistent x into its complement and also all x for which x0; x1 had already been enumerated into T. It follows that A T and that every node in T has either one or two successors.
Since A 6 T K and since T T K, every nite binary tree is embeddable into T above every x 2 A 25, Lemma 1]. This embeddability-result can be improved in the way that above every z 2 A there are nodes x 2 A, xa = 2 A such that a tree having q jxj leaves (where q n denotes in this context the largest natural number m q n ) can be embedded into T above xa: otherwise a K-recursive algorithm to compute A would just check for each x y whether above x0 or x1 such a tree more than q jxj ? 1 can be embedded and then conclude that the xa for which this turns out to be possible is the next node in A.
The result can be extended such that for some i 2 D q the tree t i has a leaf x 2 A
and nodes x 0 a 0 ; x 1 a 1 ; : : :; x k a k = 2 A with x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x k 2 A such that above each node x j a j there are q jx j j leaves which are also branching nodes in T. In addition the x j are so large that r k r jx j j + 1 < q jx j j . Now one considers the trees t f l (i) for l = 1; 2; : : : ; k. Each of them has a special leaf x 0 l such that above each node z 6 x 0 l the tree t f l (i) has at most r jzj leaves. For each x 0 l at most one node x j a j is below x 0 l and since there are only k such nodes, one node x j a j is not below any x 0 l . So all trees t f l (i) have at most r jx j a j j = r r jx j j leaves above x j a j while t i has more than r k r jx j j leaves above x j a j and so some leaf y x j a j of t i is on none of the trees t f l (i) . Thereforeh (f l (i)) (y) takes a xed value b l and one obtains the equalityh i (z) = g(i; b 1 ; b 2 ; : : : ; b k ) for all z y. Since y is a leaf of t i it follows on the other side thath i (y0) andh i (y1) take di erent binary values, so either y0 or y1 has to be enumerated into the complement of T which gives a contradiction to chosing y as a branching node of T. This disproves the assumption C \ D q btt C \ D r .
Implicitly, the fact C \ D q 6 btt C \ D r was reduced to the fact that for each norm k there is some i 2 D q such that t i T and t i can not be covered by the union of any k trees t j with j 2 D r . So for the next result, only this combinatorical part of the proof is given. Theorem 4.2 Every nonrecursive tt-degree contains an in nite antichain of btt-degrees. Proof The case of tt-degrees below K is again covered by Theorem 3.4. For the case of tt-degrees not below K consider the sets E m = fi 2 D (m+1)=m : rank(t i ) m + 1g where t i hat rank k or more i the k-th full binary tree can be embedded topologically into t i | Figure 1 gives some examples of trees of small rank. Now one shows that E m \C and E n \C are btt-incomparable unless m = n. Let m < n. The direction that E m \ C 6 btt E n \ C is due to the fact that m+1 m > n+1 n and so absolutely parallel to the previous result. For the other direction assume by way of contradiction that E n \ C btt(k) E m \ C.
For every nite tree t and every su ciently large x, the expression ( n+1 n ) jxj is greater than the number of t's leaves. So one can build a topologically equivalent copy of t below su ciently large x and so obtain that this copy is in D (n+1)=n . Thus one can reduce the proof to the pure topological argument that there is a tree t of rank n + 1 which can not be covered by a union of k trees of rank n; note that n m + 1. For this abstract topological argumentation, the tree t may be represented by some nite set of strings, omitting nonbranching nodes. The arity of t is increased by replacing each string 0 j 1 simply by j. Now let t contain all strings in f0; 1; : : : ; kg whose length is at most n+1. A full binary tree of rank n+2 can not be embedded into this tree since then one would need strings of length n+2, so the rank of t is at most n+1. Assume now that k trees t 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; t k of rank n would cover the tree t. Then each leaf y receives a colour j if y 2 t j . If there are several possibilities, the choice is arbitrary. Now whenever all successors y0; y1; : : :; yk of a node y have a colour, then at least two of them have the same colour. So one elects for y a colour such that two successors ya; yb of y have the same colour. This procedure is continued until the root has a colour j. Now it is immediate that each node of the tree t j with colour j has at least two successors on the next level, so t j contains the n + 1-th full binary tree and has rank n + 1 in contradiction to the assumption. Figure 2 
is an antichain of bounded truth-table degrees within any given tt-degree not below K. Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 give either a m-reduction from one set to the other or show that there is no btt-reduction from one set to the other. So they extend Jockusch's result 19] who constructed an in nite ascending chain of m-degrees within every given nonrecursive tt-degree in the way that there is also an in nite descending chain. The previous result also shows that there is an in nite antichain of m-degrees solving a problem left open by Jockusch 19] . Theorem 4.3 Every nonrecursive tt-degree contains an in nite antichain of m-degrees. 5 On Least Bounded Truth- Table Degrees It was shown that tt-degrees contain in nite chains and antichains of btt-degrees. Further it is well-known that every tt-degree contains a greatest btt-degree given by the tt-cylinder. Now the attention turns to the other side: Does every tt-degree also contain a least btt-degree? The answer is: some do, but not all. Kobzev 22] already approximated this question by showing that some tt-degrees have a minimal btt-degree | minimal in the sense that there are no nontrivial btt-degrees below that but that there may still exist some incomparable further btt-degrees. The rst result of this section shows that this can happen. The second result shows that on the other side there are tt-degrees which have even a least btt-degree: every set tt-reducible to this btt-degree is either recursive or above this btt-degree with respect to btt-reducibility. This second result will give a hyperimmune-free tt-degree, therefore this tt-degree is already a Turing degree. So there is a Turing degree with a least and a greatest btt-degree.
Example 5.1 There is a tt-degree which does not have a least btt-degree. Proof Kobzev Proof
co-enumerable trees are somehow more practical since one can assume that they are \deadend-free": Each node x 2 T is on some in nite branch of T.
The construction of T is using movable markers similar to the construction of maximal sets 35, Theorem III. 4.18] . While in the construction of the maximal sets the markers represent the intended nonelements of the enumerated set, the markers represent in this context the intended branching nodes of the tree: A tree can be viewed as a function which assigns to every 2 f0; 1g a node T( ) such that the branching nodes are exactly the range of this function and that T( a) T( )a for all 2 f0; 1g and a 2 f0; 1g. This function T associated to the tree T is partial K-recursive; within this paper only such trees are considered where the associate function is also total. and that the markers with indices of length l have the l-th state in common which they maximize by moving simultaneously. The markers with longer indices might be forced to move because of moves below. Formally, these two types of moves are described by the following algorithm executed at stage s: and the sequence T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : is uniformly recursive, descending and converges against the tree T. As in the original construction of maximal sets it can be shown that every marker moves only nitely often and converges to a nal position, this position is T( ) for the marker m .
Given any path X through T, given the corresponding A = fx : x Xg and given some Now for each n there are two cases: either every x 2 T with x T( n ) is isolated by some a and b. Then one just takes some arbitrary n+1 n whose length is at least n+2.
Or there is some x 2 T with x T( n ) which is not isolated by any a; b. Then one takes n+1 n such that x T( n+1 ) and j n+1 j n + 1.
In the second case, D is recursive by the argument given in (ii). In the rst case one knows that for every x 2 T with x T e ( n ) it is possible to nd a and b which isolate x.
So one obtains that A(x) can be computed with at most two queries to D according to that case which is satis ed rst within the next case-distinction | the conditions are not recursive but enumerable.
A(x) = Proof This result is based on the fact that tt-degrees and Turing degrees are identical for sets of hyperimmune-free Turing degree. So it is su cient to show that the construction in Theorem 5.2 can be adapted such that A has hyperimmune-free Turing degree. First the notion of l-state is adapted. Now a more complicated l-state is de ned by adding at stage s to the original l-state the number of all triples (e; x; ) such that e; x j j and the computation ' X e (x) terminates within jm ;s j steps for some oracle X where m ;s X and the computation does not ask queries to X which are longer than jm ;s j | that is these queries to X can be answered by using the current position m ;s so that X is introduced here only for formal reasons.
As a consequence, the marker m also moves if this move makes some value ' X e (u)
de ned for some e; u j j. From this behaviour it follows that whenever ' X e (u) is unde ned for some u then there is some node y X such that ' Y e (u)" for all in nite branches Y y of T. Now the sequence 0 ; 1 ; : : : is replaced by a sequence 0 ; 0 0 ; 1 ; 0 1 ; : : : where 0 e is always an extension of elected by the following condition: If there is a node x T( e ) in T such that ' X e (u)" for all in nite branches X of T extending x then 0 e is taken to be the shortest string extending e such that x T( 0 e ). Otherwise 0 e = e . After doing this step, e+1 is derived from 0 e in the same way as e+1 is derived from e in Theorem 5.2. The condition that A btt(2) D for every D in the tt-degree of A still holds. But now A and X do also have hyperimmune free Turing degree: If D T X via ' X e then one knows that ' Y e is also total for every in nite branch Y of T which extends T( 0 e ). So one can make the computation total for all oracles by either taking ' Y e (u) or outputting just 0 in the case that T( 0 e ) 6 Y or that some pre x y Y is enumerated into T before the computation ' Y e (u) terminates. The computation remains unchanged for the oracle X. So D T X by a machine which terminates for every oracle and thus D tt X 34, 44] . It follows that X has the greatest tt-degree among the tt-degrees inside X's Turing degree. So X has hyperimmune-free Turing degree 19, Theorem 8].
An Application for Least btt-Degrees
In the previous section a Turing degree was constructed such that it contains a retraceable set A which is btt(2)-reducible to any set inside it. This result is used to answer an open problem of Beigel, Gasarch and Owings 6], they asked whether every nonrecursive Turing degree contains an objective set. Before indicating how this is refuted, the de nitions of k-subjective and objective sets from 6] are included.
De nition 6.1 A set D is k-subjective i an algorithm is computing arbitrary large parts of the characteristic function of D with k nondeterministic queries. The nondeterminism can be brought into the algorithm via an additional input z 2 l N:
The input is a list of inputs (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ) and a number z. During the computation, may make up to k queries to D. For the second statement of the theorem an arbitrary nonrecursive Turing degree is considered. If it is an enumerable degree then it contains an objective set 6, Theorem 24] and otherwise it contains a semirecursive set which is neither enumerable nor co-enumerable. This semirecursive set is also not 1-subjective.
A Positive Result for Positive Degrees
The result that every tt-degree contains in nitely many btt-degrees seems to be quite natural since for many notions the interrelation between two types of degrees is that the weaker one consists of either one or in nitely many of the stronger degrees. A 1-degree is a degree in which every two sets are many-one reducible to each other via a 1-1 function. Young 46] showed that an m-degree consists of either one or of in nitely many 1-degrees. Jockusch 19] showed that every nonrecursive tt-degree consists of in nitely many m-degrees and that a Turing degree consists of either one (hyperimmune-free case) or in nitely many (hyperimmune case) tt-degrees. D egtev 9] constructed an enumerable tt-degree which contains exactly one enumerable m-degree. So he shows that Jockusch's result on in nitely many m-degrees inside each tt-degree does not hold if one considers enumerable sets only. Cholak and Downey 8, 13, 14] extended this result by showing that for each n there are in nitely many enumerable tt-degrees containing exactly n enumerable m-degrees.
Within this section, a similar result is shown for positive versus truth-table reducibility within the general (non-enumerable) world. Jockusch 18, Corollary 4.3 (iv)] showed that every nonrecursive tt-degree contains at least three positive degrees which are represented by the sets A (or C), B and B. The main result of this section is that this lower bound is optimal, that is, some nonrecursive tt-degree consists of exactly these three positive degrees. Proof The construction follows Spector's basic way to construct minimal Turing degrees 35, Chapter V.5] via a descending sequence T 0 T 1 T 2 : : : of trees such that the intersection is then a retraceable set A = fX(0)X(1) : : : X(n) : n 2 l Ng given by the unique common in nite branch X which is on all these trees. In each tree T e every node has one or two successors and above each node there is some node with two successors. So T e is a full binary tree and may also be viewed as a function that maps binary strings to nodes T e ( ) in the way that T e ( a) T e ( )a for all strings and a 2 f0; 1g. The node T e ( a) is in fact the rst node above T e ( )a which has again two successors.
In the construction of minimal Turing degrees 35, De nition V.5.8] the notion of e-splitting pairs (x; y) is quite important. Here (x; y) are e-splitting on T i there is some input u such that every X x and every Y y satisfy ' X e (u) 6 = ' Y e (u). The set V of all triples (x; y; z) such that (x; y) is e-splitting, z0 x and z1 y is enumerable. In general such a set V satis es the following properties:
V is enumerable.
If (x; y; z) 2 V then z0 x and z1 y. If (x; y; z) 2 V and x 0 x^y 0 y then (x 0 ; y 0 ; z) 2 V . A tree T e is homogeneous for such a set V if either no x; y; z 2 T e satis es (x; y; z) 2 V or (T e ( 0); T e ( 1); T e ( )) 2 V for all .
The main di erence to the constructions of Spector 43] and Shoen eld 41] as presented in 35, Chapter V.5] is now that the trees are not only made homogeneous for those sets V given by the notion of e-splitting but also for all others and so covering the necessary steps for the requirements to obtain a tt-degree with only three positive degrees. This construction then automatically satis es that no branch is recursive; so it is not necessary to encode nonrecursiveness via an explicit separate requirement. Furthermore, the construction uses n+1-ary trees T e f0; 1; : : : ; ng instead of binary trees. Also every node x 2 T e either has exactly one successor in T e or all n + 1 successors x0; x1; : : :; xn of x are in T e | the latter type of node is called branching-node. Let V 0 ; V 1 ; : : : be an enumeration all enumerable sets V e containing only legal n+2-tuples (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y) and satisfying in addition (z 0 ; z 1 ; : : : ; z n ; y) 2 V e whenever (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y) 2 V e and x a z a for a = 0; 1; : : : ; n. Hereby a tuple is legal if x a ya for a = 0; 1; : : : ; n.
The formal construction of the trees T e is inductive over e = 0; 1; : : : and starts with T 0 = f0; 1g . The tree T e+1 is chosen as a recursive subtree of T e which is homogeneous for V e and which has above every node a branching node.
Such a tree T e+1 exists and can be constructed from T e in the same way as Spector's e-splitting requirements 43] are satis ed. The method chosen here follows Odifreddi's way to construct T e+1 35, Propositions V.5.5 and V.5.10] and is adapted to the case of trees over f0; 1; : : : ; ng . Now one de nes that a legal tuple (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y) is on a tree T e above u if all nodes x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y are in T e and if y u. The construction of the tree T e+1 follows one of two cases.
First: For every u 2 T e there is a tuple in V e on T e above u. In this case one can construct T e+1 inductively starting with u = which is a node in T e . A node is a momentary leaf if it is already xed that u 2 T e+1 but one did not yet care on the nodes above u. At stage 0, is the momentary leaf. At stage s + 1 one takes the shortest momentary leaf u at stage s and looks for the rst legal tuple (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y) 2 V e which is on T e and above u. Then one de nes z 2 T e+1 for all z with u z x a for some a 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng and one de nes z = 2 T e+1 for all nodes z u which are incomparable to all strings x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n with respect to .
This construction satis es the following: All added strings belong to T e and so T e+1 T e . T e+1 has above every node z some node u which is a momentary leaf in some stage s and above this node u a branching node, which is y in this construction. Other branching nodes than these nodes y are not added to the tree T e+1 , therefore if y = T e+1 ( ) then T e+1 ( a) x a and so every tuple (T e+1 ( 0); T e+1 ( 1); : : :; T e+1 ( n); T e+1 ( )) is in V e . Thus T e+1 is homogeneous for the condition V e .
Second: There is an u 2 T e such that no tuple in V e is on T e above u. Now one just takes T e+1 = fx 2 T e : x u _ u xg.
The tree T e+1 is also computable and is homogeneous for V e since every n+2-tuple on T e+1 is above u and so by the choice of u not in V e . In addition there is still above each node x a branching node y in T e : If x u then the property is just inherited from T e since there is a branching node y above x in T e and this node is also in T e+1 as well as its successors y0 and y1. If x u then there is some branching node y u in T e and therefore in T e+1 and this node is also in T e+1 . Nodes incomparable to u are not in T e+1 by de nition.
Note that for every k there is a set V e containing all legal n+2-tuples (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y) with jyj > k. Now above every node there is a tuple in V e on T e and thus the algorithm goes through the \First"-case. Then u = T e+1 ( ) has at least length k. Now u is in all trees T e 0 with e 0 > e the unique string of its length and thus u X. So the obtained sequence of trees has a unique common in nite branch X. From this X one de nes A = fx : x Xg and B = fx : x lex Xg.
In order to see that X is not recursive, consider any recursive in nite string Y 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng 1 and the set V e containing all legal tuples (x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n ; y) with y Y . The tree T e contains a node u 6 Y since T e has incomparable nodes. Now above u there is no tuple in V e and thus the tree T e+1 is constructed according to the \Second"-case. It follows that Y is not an in nite branch of T e+1 and so X 6 = Y . In particular X is not recursive. Now it is shown that the tt-degree of X contains m positive degrees. Recall that m is the number of partial transitive and irre exive orderings on f0; 1; : : : ; ng. This is shown by demonstrating that every set D tt A can be associated with such an ordering and that two sets D; E from the tt-degree of X are in the same positive degree i they have the same associate ordering. (ii): Assume that whenever b ! c with respect to h D , then the same implication would also hold with respect to h E . Furthermore let E be nonrecursive, since otherwise E is already clearly positive reducible to D. Now given any a, there is a level k such that h E T e ( )](a) 2 f0; 1g for all . So let the set One(a) contain all strings of length k with h E T e ( )](a) = 0 and the set Zero(a) contain all strings of length k with h E T e ( )](a) = 0.
For each 2 One(a), for each 2 Zero(a) and for their longest common pre x there are two digits b; c such that T e ( )b T e ( ) and T e ( )c T e ( ). It follows that b 6 ! c for the ordering belonging to E. Now the same holds for the ordering belonging to D and so there is an a ; such that h D T e ( )](a ; ) = 1 and h D T e ( )](a ; ) = 0. So one can de ne the following positive reduction from E to D at a:
For the veri cation a case-distinction is made whether E(a) = 0 or E(a) = 1.
In the case E(a) = 0 one has that T e ( ) 2 A for some 2 Zero(a). For any given the conjunction V 2Zero(a) E(a ; ) is 0 since one of the equals and D(a ; ) = h D T e ( )](a ; ) = 0. So all disjunctions in Equation (3) are evaluated to 0 and the equation is correct.
In the other case E(a) = 1 one has T e ( ) 2 A for some 2 One(a). Now the corresponding conjunction V 2Zero(a) D(a ; ) ranges only over terms D(a ; ) which are evaluated to 1 and thus the whole conjunction is evaluated to 1. The preceding disjunction preserves this 1 and so the equality above is correct also in this case.
The reduction given by Equation (3) is correct and positive for every a. The construction is recursive in the parameters a and k. The parameter e is a constant and the parameter k can be found e ectively by inspecting one level after the other until all outputs are either 0 or 1 but do not take the unde ned value ?. Son one has a positive reduction from E to D. This completes the proof of (ii). So one either has that for every extending b the reducibility returns under the assumption that T e ( b) 2 A the wrong value 0 or one has that for every extending c the reducibility returns under the assumption that T e ( c) 2 A the wrong value 1. So it is possible to conclude that | depending on the actual value of the assumption | either T e ( b) or T e ( c) is not in A. So there is an enumerable set W which contains only elements x for which one knows that x = 2 A. The set W contains in particular every string either the value T e ( b) or the value T e ( c).
Now one de nes V e 0 such that V e 0 contains every legal tuple above every element of W. Since V e 0 has in nitely many indices, one can without loss of generality assume that e 0 > e. Now every branching node T e 0 ( ) equals to some T e ( ) and so either T e ( b) or T e ( c), say the rst, belongs to W. It follows that T e 0 ( b) T e ( b) and therefore T e 0 ( b) 2 W.
Therefore every legal tuple above T e 0 ( b) and so also some legal tuple above T e 0 ( ) on T e 0 is in V e 0 . So the algorithm to construct T e 0 +1 takes the \First"-case in the construction above and every in nite branch on T e 0 +1 goes through a node which witnesses that the given positive reduction from E to D fails. So the assumption that E is positive reducible to D is false and (iii) holds.
Putting (ii) and (iii) together one obtains that every two sets D and E which are associate with the same partial and irre exive ordering belong to the same positive degree but that those belonging to di erent orderings belong to di erent positive degrees. It remains to show that for every ordering there is also a set linked to it. For n = 1 the 3 positive degrees are generated by A, B and B. For n = 2 there are already 19 positive degrees; Figure 3 displays the orderings linked to these degrees and also some representative sets. Hereby there are six semirecursive sets within the degree denoted by B abc where a ! b ! c is the underlying ordering of the digits 0; 1; 2 which is used to de ne the semirecursive set as an initial segment of this ordering.
The next result extends the knowledge of the possible cardinalities of the positive degrees inside tt-degrees. It in particular shows that not all numbers m are possible: there is no tt-degree consisting of an even and nite number of positive degrees. Proof Consider the mapping D ! D which assigns to every set its complement. First one should note that this mapping preserves degrees: If D p E then also D p E. The main idea is that a positive formula to evaluate D(x) from E at x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n can be turned into a positive formula to compute D from E: The whole formula is negated at the output and at each input. Then one can move the negations over all \and" and \or" gates using the De Morgan Law and so obtain, that only double negations occur which can be left out. The following example illustrates the procedure.
D The recursive degree consists by de nition of just one positive degree. Every further tt-degree consists of at least three positive degrees 18, Corollary 4.3 (iv)] and by the preceding Theorem 7.1 for some nonrecursive truth-table degree this bound is already optimal: it just consists of three positive degrees. The next statement shows that non-minimal tt-degrees consist of at least ve positive degrees, therefore one knows that the tt-degree consisting of three positive degrees is minimal with respect to truth-table reducibility. Now it is shown that non-minimal tt-degrees consist of at least ve positive degrees: Assume that B and C are nonrecursive sets such that C < tt B, B is semirecursive and C is a tt-cylinder. Then there is a chain of three positive degrees: the one of B, the one of B C and the one of B B C.
C is not positive reducible to B since any positive reducibility to the semirecursive set B can be turned into a many-one reducibility 18, Theorem 4.2 (ii)], C would have to be semirecursive in contradiction to the choice of C as a nonrecursive tt-cylinder. So B is strictly below B C. Now it is veri ed that B(x) = a: If B(x) = 0 then B(x) = 1 and thus whenever B(y) was replaced by the answer 1 in the above algorithm, then this replacement was correct. So the replacement was correct at the y with B(y) = 1 and perhaps incorrect at some y with B(y) = 0 | all in all the reduction replaced the queries to B by queries to some subsetB of B. Since the reducibility is positive, it follows that a B(x) and since the reduction is f0; 1g-valued, the output a takes the value B(x) which is 0. If B(x) = 1 then B(x) = 0 and thus the algorithm computing a was correct when it assumed that B(y) = 0 but perhaps incorrect at some y where it assumed that B(y) = 1. So the reduction replaces the queries to B by queries to some supersetB of B. Therefore a B(x) which is 1 and a is also correct in this case.
So a positive reduction from B to B C can be turned into one to C alone. But then B tt C and B tt C in contradiction to the choice of B and C. Thus one has that the given three positive degrees are properly above each other.
Two further positive degrees within the tt-degree of B are given by B and B C. So if B does not belong to a minimal tt-degree then it contains at least ve positive degrees.
The last part is to show that the the tt-degree of K contains in nitely many positive degrees: Let C i be the tt-cylindri cations of the uniformly enumerable sets G i from Theorem 3.4 (b). Note that C i K tt K since every enumerable set and thus also the tt-cylinder of every enumerable set is tt-reducible to K. So the sets K C i have all the same tt-degreeas K.
Relative the oracle C j , the set C j K is enumerable but not the set C i K for i 6 = j since the tt-cylinder C i is enumerable only relative to oracles above C i . Since positive reducibility preserves enumerability 18, Proposition 3.5 (ii)], it also preserves the property to be \enumerable relative to C j " and so it follows that C i K is not positive reducible to C j K. Thus the sets C 0 K, C 1 K, : : : form an in nite antichain of positive degrees within the tt-degree of K.
The tt-degree constructed in Theorem 7.1 is hyperimmune-free. Hyperimmune-free degrees are quite special, for example they are the only degrees where truth-table and Turing reducibility coincides. So it is quite natural to ask whether the result carries over to some hyperimmune degrees. The next result shows that it even carries over to enumerable degrees. Theorem 7.3 There is an enumerable tt-degree consisting of exactly three positive degrees. Proof The construction consists of two major steps:
First a co-enumerable tree T is constructed such that every node in it has either one or two successors. Furthermore T is locally homogeneous for requirements V e (as in the previous proof) in the sense that if X generates an in nite branch through T then V e (T( 0); T( 1); T( )) is the same value for almost all X. Again this is obtained by using movable markers similar to the construction of maximal sets 35, Theorem III. As in the construction of the maximal set it can be veri ed that every marker m moves only nitely often and remains after these moves on the node equal to T( ). Furthermore, for each e the sequence state(e; T(0 k 0); T(0 k 1); T(0 k ); 1) is descending where the symbol 1 means that V e (x; y; z) is taken instead of V e;s (x; y; z) in the de nition of the state above.
Therefore the value V e (T(0 k 0); T(0 k 1); T(0 k )) is the same constant c for almost all k. Second, let X be the lexicographic rst branch on T and let L be the corresponding retraceable subset of T: L = fx : x Xg = fx : (9k) x T(0 k )]g. Now the set of all nodes lexicographic before those in L including those in L is enumerable and there is a 1{1 enumeration f of these nodes which satis es in addition that whenever x is enumerated then all y x have been enumerated before x. Now the set A = fx : f(x) 2 Lg is retraceable since it is one-one reduced to the retraceable set L preserving the ordering . The set B = fx : f(x) = 2 Lg is also enumerable and is the complement of A. Furthermore B is semirecursive since for every x; y it holds that whenever x 2 B and f(y) lex f(x) then also y 2 B. Every set D tt-reducible to A is also tt-reducible to L = ff(x) : x 2 Ag of T.
Now it is shown that the tt-degree of A consists of the three positive degrees given by A, B = A and A B. In particular it is shown that every D tt A is either in one of these three positive degrees or is recursive.
So Similarly one can give a positive reducibility from B = A to D. Note that every set E which is tt-reducible to A is also positive reducible to A A. Since both parts of the join are positive reducible to D, E is also positive reducible to D itself. So D is in the greatest positive degree inside the truth-table degree of A. This nishes the case distinction and thus one has exactly three positive degrees given by the retraceable set A, the enumerable set B and the tt-cylinder C which has the same positive degree as A B.
Enumerable tt-degrees consisting of three positive degrees have some beautiful properties.
The next theorem shows that such a tt-degree has a positive degree of enumerable semirecursive sets, a tt-degree of co-enumerable semirecursive sets and a positive degree of sets which are neither enumerable nor co-enumerable nor semirecursive. either the intersection of an enumerable and co-enumerable and thus the di erence of two enumerable sets or is the intersection of two co-enumerable sets and thus co-enumerable or | hypothetically | is the intersection of two enumerable sets and thus enumerable | which does not occur since enumerable retraceable sets are recursive. By the way, the set B is co-enumerable and retraceable, so that sometimes something better than \di erence of two enumerable sets" can be achieved.
A careful analysis of the construction in Theorem 7.3 shows that the set B shares some properties of that one constructed by D egtev 9] in the sense that it is also semirecursive, nonrecursive and -maximal for some suitable equivalence-relation . Downey 14] showed that in many Turing degrees there are enumerable tt-degrees having exactly one enumerable m-degree, in particular such a tt-degree exists within the Turing degree of K. The next result shows that this is not true for enumerable tt-degrees consisting of three positive degrees. So the next result indicates why some additional work was required to construct them. Theorem 7.5 If every semirecursive set in some given tt-degree is either enumerable or co-enumerable then this tt-degree belongs to a low 2 Turing degree.
Proof Let X represent a tt-degree in which all semirecursive sets are either enumerable or co-enumerable. There is a partial X 0 -recursive f0; 1g-valued function which does not have a total extension which is computable relative to some X 0 -enumerable degree Z < T X 00 : Let Let~ be a total function of X 0 -enumerable degree Z which extends . Every partial f0; 1g-valued X 0 -recursive function is many-one reducible to . There is a computable function s such that X 0 (x) = (s(x))# and one knows that Z T X 0 . Furthermore by relativizing Arslanov's result 3, Theorem 1] one has that Z T X 00 for computations relative to X 0 and since X 00 ; Z T X 0 , this equivalence also holds for non-relativized computations.
The partial function has a X-recursive approximation f such that f(x; s) converges to a i (x)# = a. Now the set Y x is given by Y x (2y + a) = g(x) = 0 if B x is enumerable; 1 if B x is co-enumerable. Each B x is semirecursive and in the same tt-degree as X. So it follows that every B x is either enumerable or co-enumerable but not both. g is well-de ned and total, furthermore g extends . The following K 0 -recursive algorithm computes g: On input x, the algorithm searches the rst e such that either W e = B x or W e = B x . Such an e exists since B x is either enumerable or co-enumerable. The test whether W e = B x can be done using oracle K 0 since both arrays, the one of the B x and the one of the W e , are uniformly recursive in K. When the e is found, then g(x) = 0 for the case B x = W e and g(x) = 1 for the case B x = W e . So g is a K 0 -recursive function extending . K 0 is enumerable relative to X 0 and so K 0 must have the same Turing degree as X 00 . So X has low 2 Turing degree.
8 Weak Truth- Table Degrees Friedberg and Rogers 16] introduced the weak forms of truth-table and bounded truthtable reducibility. While the functions f and f 1 ; : : : ; f k remain to be total-recursive, the function g is replaced by a partial recursive function , that is, A wtt B , (9f; ) (8x) A(x) = (x; B(0); B(1); : : :; B(f(x)))# ]: A wbtt B , (9k) (9f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : ; f k ; ) (8x) A(x) = (x; B(f 1 (x)); B(f 2 (x)); : : :; B(f k (x)))# ]: Kobzev 24] showed, that every enumerable weak truth-table degree contains in nitely many enumerable weak bounded truth-table degrees (which he denoted as enumerable \bw-degrees"). So D egtev's result that some enumerable tt-degree contains only one enumerable btt-degree does not generalize to wbtt-degrees versus wtt-degrees. But the results on the non-enumerable btt-degrees transfer to results for wbtt-degrees: Theorem 8.1 Every nonrecursive wtt-degree contains in nitely many wbtt-degrees.
The structure of the enumerable sets under inclusion can be embedded into the structure of the wbtt-degrees inside any given hyperimmune wtt-degree.
Proof The proof of this theorem just uses the fact that whenever in Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 4.1 there occur two sets X 1 ; X 2 with X 1 6 btt X 2 then in fact X 1 6 wbtt X 2 holds.
In Proposition 3.2 it is shown that for the two considered sets X 1 ; X 2 there is no in nite recursive set Y such that X 1 is btt-reducible to X 2 on Y . This result can be extended by showing:
If X 1 is wbtt-reducible to X 2 then there is an in nite recursive set Y such that X 1 is btt-reducible to X 2 on Y . Let X 2 (x) = (x; f 1 (x); : : : ; f k (x)) for some k where is partial-recursive and f 1 ; : : : ; f k are total-recursive. and therefore g can be made total on Y by just letting g(x; b 1 ; : : :; b k ) = 0. So f 1 ; : : : ; f k and g witness that X 1 btt X 2 on the in nite recursive set Y in contrary to the proof of Proposition 3.2. So X 1 6 wbtt X 2 . It follows that even every hyperimmune tt-degree intersects with in nitely many wbtt-degrees. For the hyperimmune-free case, standard and weak (bounded) truth-table reducibility coincide 35, Proof of Theorem IV.5.5] and so every hyperimmune-free tt-degree consists of in nitely many wbtt-degrees.
The result that the structure of enumerable sets under inclusion can be embedded into the structure of the wbtt-degrees inside a hyperimmune wtt-degree follows directly.
It is also possible to de ne a positive version of weak truth-table reducibility. That is, a set D is weak positive reducible to E via f and i f is total recursive and is partial recursive. -table and truth-table degrees . It follows that then s 2 S x and therefore also 00 (x; B(0); B(1); : : :; B(f 0 (x))) is de ned according to the rst or second case. Now assume by way of contradiction that the de nition of 00 is ambiguous, that is, that there are stages s; t 2 S x such that at stage s 00 (x; b 0 ; b 1 ; : : :; b f(x) ) is de ned to be 0 and that at stage t the same expression is de ned to be 1. It follows directly that D s (x) = 0 and D t (x) = 1. Furthermore B t (y) B s (y) for all y. Since now b y B s (y) and b y B t (y) holds for all y f 0 (x) and since by the fact that B is enumerable it holds that B s (y) B t (y) for y = 0; 1; : : : ; f 0 (x), it follows that b y = B s (y) = B t (y) for y = 0; 1; : : : ; f 0 (x). The reduction given by 0 Let C i be the tt-cylinder of B i . The sets B C i represent an antichain of weak positive degrees inside the wtt-degree of B: B C i wtt B since B i wtt B. Let i; j be di erent indices. Then C i is not computable relative to C j and therefore also not enumerable relative to C j . So B C j but not B C i is enumerable relative to C j and so B C i is not weak positive reducible to B C j . (c): The argumentation for the ascending and descending chain is similar. The in nite ascending chain is given by B C 0 , B C 0 C 1 , B C 0 C 1 C 2 , : : : and the in nite descending chain is given by B C i C i+1 : : : for i = 0; 1; : : :; the veri cation is based on the same ideas as in (b) and uses that C i is neither enumerable relative to the join of the C j with j < i nor relative to the join of those C j with j > i.
